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Wegener’s solution:

Continents move

Mountains form as 
continents plow through the 

seafloor

Fixists rebut Wegener:

Land bridges

Lack of mechanism to 
move continents





Late 50s, early 60s: 
developments in marine geology
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Harry Hess vs. Maurice Ewing
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Hess’s solution: seafloor spreading

➢ Spreading a viable mechanism

➢ Hess converts to drift theory

➢ Also explains trenches at edges 

of ocean basins



Ewing’s solution: uplift without spreading

➢ Fixist

➢ Explained most facts explained by Hess

➢ Ewing’s theory and Hess’s both sparked interest 

among geologists; neither attained consensus



PALEOMAGNETISM “zebra” pattern of 
magnetic anomalies 
in ocean basins
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Frederick Vine, Lawrence Morely, Drummond Matthews: VMM (1963)

➢ New seafloor becomes magnetized in direction of existing geomagnetic field

➢ Repeated reversals in polarity of geomagnetic field explain zebra pattern

❖ Ewing’s group (Lamont researchers) argue magnetic data is unreliable, 

doesn’t match VMM predictions.

❖ Ewing’s group change their minds in 1966-67















“By 1967 just about everyone who knew and understood what had happened 
accepted sea-floor spreading. Plate tectonics was developed in 1967.”



Frankel will test the following theses against the history of 

controversy over continental drift:

T1. Scientists prefer a theory which:

T1.1. can solve some empirical difficulties confronting its rivals

T1.2. can solve problems not solved by predecessors

T2. The appraisal of a theory:

T2.1 depends on its ability to turn counter-examples into solved problems

T2.2 depends on its ability to solve problems it was not invented to solve





FRANKEL’S TAKEAWAYS

➢ Frankel suggests T1.1 (solving problem not solved by rivals) is useful for convincing members of rival 

theoretical camps (and those on the fence).

➢ T1.2 (solving problem predecessors have not solved) is useful for convincing members of one’s own camp.

➢ The correlation between T1.1 and T1.2 in the table may reflect scientists’ preference for theories that will 

convince friends, rivals, and fence-sitters.

➢ Large number of cases of T2.1 (removing counterexamples) suggests it is easy; most were arguments that 

rivals’ data were unreliable.

➢ Scarcity of cases of T2.2 (solving problems the theory was not designed to solve) suggests it is difficult.



GEMS

❖ Lots of history (too much?) packed into short article

❖ Not whiggish (?)

❖ Almost exclusively internal history

❖ Takeaways


